Office of Governor – Public Safety Office/CJD Applications

RCJAC Scoring Instrument

Name (of RCJAC Member):

Phone (of RCJAC Member):

(Drop down menu for fund source to be scored)

Funding Opportunity: Justice Assistance Grant Program (JAG)

Applicant Agency:

Project Title:

Application Number:

Amount Requested:

Conflict of Interest:

The COG’s governing body and RCJAC members must abstain from scoring, commenting, and voting on any application, other than a grant application submitted by the COG, during the prioritization process if they, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, have one or more of the following conflicts of interest.

(Please answer each question)

Are you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, employed by the applicant agency and works for the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, serve on any governing board that oversees the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, own or control any interest in a business entity or other non-governmental organization that benefits, directly or indirectly, from activities with the applicant agency? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Will you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, receive any funds, or a substantial amount of tangible goods or routine services, from the applicant agency as a result of the grant, if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Attendance: (Maximum 15 Points)

Was a knowledgeable representative from the applicant agency available at the CJAC scoring meeting to present their project and address potential questions?
Management & Fiscal Capability: (Maximum 15 Points)

If funded, would the applicant/agency be able to provide the necessary resources to manage and carry out the project in an effective and fiscally responsible manner?

Local Priorities: (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project address at least one local priority for the ATCOG region from the following list?

- Required, mandated and operational training for law enforcement.
- Advanced equipment and technology for law enforcement purposes.
- Updated communications systems, allowing for agency and interagency communication and cooperation.
- Resources to address the excessive crime, such as human/sex trafficking, and also cyber crimes.
- Resources to address mental health and mentally ill individuals in their interaction with law enforcement, as well as in the jail system.

Documentation of Problem:

Does this project avoid duplication or overlapping of existing resources or programs available within the project's proposed service area and target population? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the supporting data validate the problem within the proposed target area? (Maximum 10 Points)

Cost and Program Effectiveness:

Are the activities to be conducted reasonable and will they adequately accomplish the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Are the budget line items eligible and essential to meeting the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the organization have a clear plan to generate, collect, and assess output and outcome measures to support evaluation of results? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project document coordinated collaboration with other agencies and/or organizations? (Maximum 10 Points)

Comments:

By entering your RCJAC member code below, you are certifying that the above scores are your own.

__________

(ATCOG CJ Coordinator will issue each RCJAC member his/her confidential code prior to scoring.)
Office of Governor – Public Safety Office/CJD Applications

RCJAC Scoring Instrument

Name (of RCJAC Member):

Phone (of RCJAC Member):

(Drop down menu for fund source to be scored)

Funding Opportunity: Juvenile Justice Grant Programs

Applicant Agency:

Project Title:

Application Number:

Amount Requested:

Conflict of Interest:

The COG’s governing body and RCJAC members must abstain from scoring, commenting, and voting on any application, other than a grant application submitted by the COG, during the prioritization process if they, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, have one or more of the following conflicts of interest.

(Please answer each question)

Are you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, employed by the applicant agency and works for the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, serve on any governing board that oversees the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, own or control any interest in a business entity or other non-governmental organization that benefits, directly or indirectly, from activities with the applicant agency? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Will you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, receive any funds, or a substantial amount of tangible goods or routine services, from the applicant agency as a result of the grant, if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Attendance: (Maximum 15 Points)

Was a knowledgeable representative from the applicant agency available at the CJAC scoring meeting to present their project and address potential questions?
Management & Fiscal Capability: (Maximum 15 Points)

If funded, would the applicant/agency be able to provide the necessary resources to manage and carry out the project in an effective and fiscally responsible manner?

Local Priorities: (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project address at least one local priority for the ATCOG region from the following list?

- Resources for sex offender treatment, psychological/psycho-sexual evaluations, and other mental health and substance abuse services for at-risk youth, including psychiatric evaluations, counseling, and treatment.
- Programs to divert at-risk youth from entering the juvenile justice system, such as prevention services and mentoring programs for children under age 10.
- School Resource Officers and Juvenile Case Managers to lead preventative intervention services and classes such as awareness and prevention programs, peer support groups, and combat school violence, delinquency, and truancy.
- Programs/services to assist youth in their development of cognitive behavioral skills including positive decision making and thought processes, and also independent living skills for ages 16 and older.

Documentation of Problem:

Does this project avoid duplication or overlapping of existing resources or programs available within the project's proposed service area and target population? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the supporting data validate the problem within the proposed target area? (Maximum 10 Points)

Cost and Program Effectiveness:

Are the activities to be conducted reasonable and will they adequately accomplish the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Are the budget line items eligible and essential to meeting the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the organization have a clear plan to generate, collect, and assess output and outcome measures to support evaluation of results? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project document coordinated collaboration with other agencies and/or organizations? (Maximum 10 Points)

Comments:

By entering your RCJAC member code below, you are certifying that the above scores are your own.

_________

(ATCOG CJ Coordinator will issue each RCJAC member his/her confidential code prior to scoring.)
Office of Governor – Public Safety Office/CJD Applications

RCJAC Scoring Instrument

Name (of RCJAC Member):

Phone (of RCJAC Member):

(Drop down menu for fund source to be scored)

Funding Opportunity: **Truancy Prevention Grant Programs**

Applicant Agency:

Project Title:

Application Number:

Amount Requested:

Conflict of Interest:

The COG’s governing body and RCJAC members must abstain from scoring, commenting, and voting on any application, other than a grant application submitted by the COG, during the prioritization process if they, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, have one or more of the following conflicts of interest.

(Please answer each question)

**Are you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, employed by the applicant agency and works for the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded?** (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

**Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, serve on any governing board that oversees the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded?** (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

**Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, own or control any interest in a business entity or other non-governmental organization that benefits, directly or indirectly, from activities with the applicant agency?** (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

**Will you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, receive any funds, or a substantial amount of tangible goods or routine services, from the applicant agency as a result of the grant, if awarded?** (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Attendance: (Maximum 15 Points)

Was a knowledgeable representative from the applicant agency available at the CJAC scoring meeting to present their project and address potential questions?
Management & Fiscal Capability: (Maximum 15 Points)

If funded, would the applicant/agency be able to provide the necessary resources to manage and carry out the project in an effective and fiscally responsible manner?

Local Priorities: (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project address at least one local priority for the ATCOG region from the following list?

- Resources for sex offender treatment, psychological/psycho-sexual evaluations, and other mental health and substance abuse services for at-risk youth, including psychiatric evaluations, counseling, and treatment.
- Programs to divert at-risk youth from entering the juvenile justice system, such as prevention services and mentoring programs for children under age 10.
- School Resource Officers and Juvenile Case Managers to lead preventative intervention services and classes such as awareness and prevention programs, peer support groups, and combat school violence, delinquency, and truancy.
- Programs/services to assist youth in their development of cognitive behavioral skills including positive decision making and thought processes, and also independent living skills for ages 16 and older.

Documentation of Problem:

Does this project avoid duplication or overlapping of existing resources or programs available within the project's proposed service area and target population? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the supporting data validate the problem within the proposed target area? (Maximum 10 Points)

Cost and Program Effectiveness:

Are the activities to be conducted reasonable and will they adequately accomplish the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Are the budget line items eligible and essential to meeting the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the organization have a clear plan to generate, collect, and assess output and outcome measures to support evaluation of results? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project document coordinated collaboration with other agencies and/or organizations? (Maximum 10 Points)

Comments:

By entering your RCJAC member code below, you are certifying that the above scores are your own.

___________

(ATCOG CJ Coordinator will issue each RCJAC member his/her confidential code prior to scoring.)
RCJAC Scoring Instrument

Name (of RCJAC Member):

Phone (of RCJAC Member):

(Drop down menu for fund source to be scored)

Funding Opportunity: Violence Against Women Formula Grant (VAWA)

Applicant Agency:

Project Title:

Application Number:

Amount Requested:

Conflicts of Interest:

The COG’s governing body and RCJAC members must abstain from scoring, commenting, and voting on any application, other than a grant application submitted by the COG, during the prioritization process if they, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, have one or more of the following conflicts of interest.

(Please answer each question)

Are you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, employed by the applicant agency and works for the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, serve on any governing board that oversees the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, own or control any interest in a business entity or other non-governmental organization that benefits, directly or indirectly, from activities with the applicant agency? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Will you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, receive any funds, or a substantial amount of tangible goods or routine services, from the applicant agency as a result of the grant, if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Attendance: (Maximum 15 Points)

Was a knowledgeable representative from the applicant agency available at the CJAC scoring meeting to present their project and address potential questions?
Management & Fiscal Capability: (Maximum 15 Points)

If funded, would the applicant/agency be able to provide the necessary resources to manage and carry out the project in an effective and fiscally responsible manner?

Local Priorities: (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project address at least one local priority for the ATCOG region from the following list?

- 24-hour crisis intervention, legal advocacy, and counseling (staff counselor) to victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking, dating violence, and human/sex trafficking and also provide shelter services and case management to the victims as necessary.
- Provide a safe child-friendly atmosphere for child abuse victims, while fostering collaborative working relationships with investigative agencies, thus reducing the trauma experienced by child victims and their non-offending family member when interviewed and provide follow up services.
- Legal Advocacy and/or assistance with protective order processing, court accompaniment, as well as assistance with Crime Victims’ Compensation (CVC) and Texas Victim Information & Notification Everyday (VINE), in relation to violent crime victims.
- Short-term housing assistance for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault, as well as other types of victims.
- Educational programs, public awareness, school programs, and community involvement to increase awareness regarding child abuse, neglect, domestic violence, sexual assault, bullying, and dating violence.

Documentation of Problem:

Does this project avoid duplication or overlapping of existing resources or programs available within the project's proposed service area and target population? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the supporting data validate the problem within the proposed target area? (Maximum 10 Points)

Cost and Program Effectiveness:

Are the activities to be conducted reasonable and will they adequately accomplish the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Are the budget line items eligible and essential to meeting the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the organization have a clear plan to generate, collect, and assess output and outcome measures to support evaluation of results? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project document coordinated collaboration with other agencies and/or organizations? (Maximum 10 Points)

Comments:

By entering your RCJAC member code below, you are certifying that the above scores are your own.

___________

(ATCOG CJ Coordinator will issue each RCJAC member his/her confidential code prior to scoring.)
Office of Governor – Public Safety Office/CJD Applications

RCJAC Scoring Instrument

Name (of RCJAC Member):
Phone (of RCJAC Member):

(Drop down menu for fund source to be scored)

Funding Opportunity: General Victim Assistance-Direct Services Program (VOCA)

 Applicant Agency:

Project Title:

Application Number:

Amount Requested:

Conflict of Interest:
The COG’s governing body and RCJAC members must abstain from scoring, commenting, and voting on any application, other than a grant application submitted by the COG, during the prioritization process if they, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, have one or more of the following conflicts of interest.

(Please answer each question)

Are you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, employed by the applicant agency and works for the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, serve on any governing board that oversees the unit or division that would administer the grant if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Do you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, own or control any interest in a business entity or other non-governmental organization that benefits, directly or indirectly, from activities with the applicant agency? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Will you, or an individual related within the third degree by consanguinity or within the second degree by affinity, receive any funds, or a substantial amount of tangible goods or routine services, from the applicant agency as a result of the grant, if awarded? (Yes or No selection) (If yes, RCJAC will not be allowed to go further in the scoring process.)

Attendance: (Maximum 15 Points)

Was a knowledgeable representative from the applicant agency available at the CJAC scoring meeting to present their project and address potential questions?
Management & Fiscal Capability: (Maximum 15 Points)

If funded, would the applicant/agency be able to provide the necessary resources to manage and carry out the project in an effective and fiscally responsible manner?

Local Priorities: (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project address at least one local priority for the ATCOG region from the following list?

- 24-hour crisis intervention, legal advocacy, and counseling (staff counselor) to victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, stalking, dating violence, and human/sex trafficking and also provide shelter services and case management to the victims as necessary.
- Provide a safe child-friendly atmosphere for child abuse victims, while fostering collaborative working relationships with investigative agencies, thus reducing the trauma experienced by child victims and their non-offending family member when interviewed and provide follow up services.
- Legal Advocacy and/or assistance with protective order processing, court accompaniment, as well as assistance with Crime Victims’ Compensation (CVC) and Texas Victim Information & Notification Everyday (VINE), in relation to violent crime victims.
- Short-term housing assistance for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault, as well as other types of victims.
- Educational programs, public awareness, school programs, and community involvement to increase awareness regarding child abuse, neglect, domestic violence, sexual assault, bullying, and dating violence.

Documentation of Problem:

Does this project avoid duplication or overlapping of existing resources or programs available within the project's proposed service area and target population? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the supporting data validate the problem within the proposed target area? (Maximum 10 Points)

Cost and Program Effectiveness:

Are the activities to be conducted reasonable and will they adequately accomplish the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Are the budget line items eligible and essential to meeting the goals of the project? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the organization have a clear plan to generate, collect, and assess output and outcome measures to support evaluation of results? (Maximum 10 Points)

Does the project document coordinated collaboration with other agencies and/or organizations? (Maximum 10 Points)

Comments:

By entering your RCJAC member code below, you are certifying that the above scores are your own.

___________

(ATCOG CJ Coordinator will issue each RCJAC member his/her confidential code prior to scoring.)